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Community Image and Marketing 
Every Community Needs an Image 
Lack of a clear community image, or the presence of a negative or am-
bivalent image, may emerge during your S.T.A.R.T. Economic Development 
strategic planning sessions as a reason for economic difficulties. Image 
problems are often perceived as a major cause of declining sales, conflicts, 
residents shopping elsewhere, and young people leaving. Although a nega-
tive image may be only part of the reason for (or a product of) economic 
decline, it usually has some influence on the community economy. Image is 
manifest in feelings of pride or embarrassment about the community- its 
streets, houses, lawns, city buildings, and businesses. A lack of community 
image can make speaking with pride difficult or impossible. Most important, 
it may be a critical hurdle to overcome before moving forward with economic 
development. 
This action step packet provides an overview of various strategies that you 
might consider to improve your community image. It provides you with infor-
mation on the following activities, critical to any image building/changing 
campaign. 
• Determining your community's self-image. 
• Determining your community's external image. 
• Determining what you would like your community's image to be. 
• Marketing and promoting your community to its members and 
others. 
Following this material, you will find reprints of pertinent articles and other 
information to be used as resources for developing action steps to address 
community image issues. These materials provide a base to which you will 
add your own ideas to develop your part of the local economic action plan. A 
list of organizations and people who can help you is also included. 
What is Your Community's Self-Image? 
Self-image encompasses the attitudes and perspectives that residents hold 
of their community. If residents feel theirs is a dead-end town where nothing 
happens, then it will be difficult to project a good feeling to outsiders. It will 
also be difficult to actively participate in local activities, from shopping to 
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volunteering for civic committees. Look at the responses to the following 
questions from the community attitude survey to determine how interested 
people are in volunteering their time for the community: #27, Would you be 
willing to work on a volunteer committee to carry out community economic 
development projects? and #28, Would you attend a town hall meeting to learn 
the results of this swvey and discuss an action plan for your community? If the 
''yes" response is low, there is probably a poor self-image and a feeling of "why 
bother?" As a starting point for worldng on the action plan, the image com-
mittee should discuss how each member feels about the community, and how 
their friends and neighbors feel. Try to get opinions from several age groups, 
including teenagers. 
What is the Community's External Image? 
The external image is how visitors to your community feel about it. You 
and others may have heard comments such as, "This looks like a nice place to 
live," or, "Who would want to live here?" Comments like these are usually 
made on the basis of a first impression. That means you may have only one 
chance to make a good impression on visitors who may be considering shop-
ping, retiring in your area, buying a home, or starting a new business. If your 
community is not attractive, clean and friendly, and if it does not have attrac-
tive shopping environments or clear signage to direct visitors to points of in-
terest, you may lose the chance to make a second impression, as well as to 
gain outside dollars. Visitors typically notice these things: 
o Welcome signs at the city limits or on major highways. 
o Clear signs that direct visitors to the business district. 
o Signs for city parks, camping facilities, restrooms, and local attrac-
tions. 
o Free camping facilities. 
o Prompt, friendly service in restaurants, motels, gas stations, and 
stores. 
o A visitors center with local informational materials. 
o Activities for children- swimming pool, miniature golf, horseback 
riding, etc. 
o Restaurant guide with price ranges. 
o Complimentary maps of the area. 
You undoubtedly have some ideas of what needs to be done because image 
was selected as a strategic issue to be addressed through your local action 
plan. Another good way to take a good, objective look at your community is 
by taking a "windshield survey" with members of the committee (see box, page 
3). Set aside a couple of hours to take a tour by car. Take pencils, paper and 
the windshield survey checldist, and view things from two perspectives: yours 
and a stranger/visitor's. 
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Windshield Survey Checklist 
Major highways through town 
Yes No 
Signs 
Are there signs a few miles away announcing the approach of the town? 
Are the signs well designed, well maintained, and easy to see? 
Do they give directions to the business district? 
Do they list major attractions of the area? 
Are the signs interesting enough to make a visitor want to stop? 
Do they look up-to-date? 
Appearance 
_ _ Are the highways attractive? 
_ _ Are the businesses and homes on the highways neat and well kept? 
_ __ Have all unattractive junkyards, abandoned vehicles, weeds, and trailers been removed? 
_ __ Are the medians mowed and free of weeds? 
_ _ Has there been an attempt to landscape the approaches to town? 
_ __ Is there anything to indicate to visitors when they are in the town? 
Sidewalks 
Are they wide enough for two people to walk side by side? 
Are they in good repair? 
Are they relatively free of weeds? 
Do shrubs, flowers in barrels, and other plantings liven the look? 
Central Business District 
Do the stores seem friendly and inviting? 
Are they well lit, and can you tell whether they are open? 
Are the business signs attractive, well maintained, and visible? 
Are the window displays attractive and recently decorated? 
Are store fronts unified in any way? From a casual observer's viewpoint, what could be done to im-
prove their appeal?~-~~~----------------------­
Is the sidewallc area free of litter? 
Are clerks and service personnel prompt, friendly and helpful? 
If the store doesn't stock your needed item, does the clerk suggest another store that has it, or offer 
to order it for you? 
Is the parking adequate and convenient to shops? 
Recreation Areas 
_ _ Are the parks neat and litter free? 
_ _ Is the playground equipment well maintained and painted? 
_ _ Are ball fields and tennis courts well maintained and attractive? 
_ __ Is landscaping evident? 
Industrial Areas 
_ _ Are the areas clearly marked with attractive signs? 
_ _ Are the buildings painted? 
_ _ Is there landscaping around the buildings? 
_ _ If there are lawns, are they well kept? 
_ _ Is there an attempt made to control litter, refuse, discarded items? 
_ _ Do the industries/businesses look like they take pride in themselves? 
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Information gathered from this checklist, results of the co=unity and 
business attitude surveys, and information generated at the Day 1 and Day 2 
strategic planning sessions should provide you and the committee with a list 
of weaknesses in your community's external image. 
What Is Our Desired Image? 
Define Your Goals 
You cannot succeed in improving the community's image without a plan. 
And you will want to coordinate your image ideas and efforts with the work 
of other S.T.A.R.T. Economic Development action plan committees, because 
image is critical to retail, tourism, and related strategies. Remember that ef-
fective goals are specific, precise, and measurable. (Refer to "Preparing Your 
Action Plan," the last section of the S.T.A.R.T. Participant's Handbook.) 
Vague goals such as, "We want to attract tourists without changing the quality 
of our life," will not be effective in serving as the basis for action steps. The 
suggestions you make should be helpful in setting realistic goals. 
Define, in a measurable way, the results you want. Express them in num-
bers: "We want to organize a German Days festival that attracts 500 people 
from out of town," or, "We want to promote our community to the six sur-
rounding counties over the next five months." Include constraints such as 
"without making major changes in normal traffic flow" or "within a budget of 
$3,000." 
Determine the general market areas from which people will come. For ex-
ample, "We want to enhance our image in the surrounding 30 miles to regain 
our status as a trade and entertainment center." Define the steps needed to 
reach the desired audience. Let community residents know that you are in the 
process of addressing image issues. 
Determine Your Desired Image 
Now that you are armed with facts, feelings, and ideas about what your com-
munity image is or is not, you can start formulating the image you want and 
developing ideas on how to reach that goal. Discuss your community's 
strengths in the context of neighboring communities, larger cities, the state 
as a whole, or neighboring states. Ask yourselves the following questions: 
What is our community known for? What are our greatest strengths? Some 
possibilities include: 
• Tourism attractions and facilities 
• Shopping centers 
• Ethnic or other festivals 
• Agricultural products 
• Academic institutions 
• Good restaurants 
• Plays and cultural events 
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• Friendliness 
• Historic Main Street 
• Excellent lodging/convention facilities 
• Excellent quality of life 
• Retirement facilities 
When you have decided what you are best known for and what you would 
like to capitalize on, you will have begun developing or changing the existing 
image. You may say that your commuuity is not known for anything impor-
tant and there is nothing that could be capitalized on. Keep thinking; there 
are almost always community attributes that we take for granted but that can 
be used to pull residents together and as a handle for marketing the com-
munity to others. Some communities successfully invent interest by creating 
events and attractions. 
Now that you have decided what in your community you would like others 
to know about, you have formed the base for the next, and often most impor-
tant step: marketing and promotion. 
Marketing and Promotion 
No matter how many negatives you came up with on your windshield sur-
vey checldist or from the community attitude survey, you will find some good 
things to begin promoting to local residents. A difficnlt question is whether 
to fix up the community and then promote it, or to begin promotion before 
anything is done. In general, local-image consciousness must be raised first, 
before major efforts are made to spread the word to others outside the com-
munity. One quick way to start generating consciousness and enthusiasm is 
to start promoting a fix-up or clean-up campaign (see box below) while 
promoting the positive things in the community. 
Event Planning: Community Clean-up 
Even if your checklist shows few major areas of concern, almost every co= unity periodically needs a thorough 
clean-up. A well-organized effort can collect unbelievable amounts of trash and refuse. The windshield survey 
results will alert you to the needs. Organizers of tbis effort will need to do some or all of the following activities: 
• Procure funds or donations for dumpsters or trucks for hauling. 
• Get cooperation from the landfill to remain open all day Saturday, perhaps for a reduced fee or no 
charge. · 
• Recruit local volunteers to clean alleys, public spaces, and medians. 
• Recruit volunteers to help elderly and handicapped persons who are unable to do their own cleaning, 
raking, brush cutting, etc. 
• Provide prizes for the most improvement, or a drawing for prizes donated by local benefactors. 
• Organize a potluck dinner following the clean-up. 
Tbis is only one example of the many kinds of events you can promote in your community. Clean-up is often the 
first step toward improving or establishing an image. 
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What Some Communities Have Done 
Many communities could boost their images- and their businesses could 
increase receipts-by appealing to tourists/visitors. The people working in 
these businesses need to know how to treat visitors and attend to their needs. 
A seminar designed to train persons who provide services should be organized 
and should emphasize friendliness, helpful attitude, and courtesy. 
Beatrice, Nebraska, launched an "I Believe in Beatrice, Don't You?" cam-
paign to improve the local image. This campaign, with the cooperation of the 
local media, used local "spies" who were looldng for people who voluntarily 
said "I believe in Beatrice, don't you?" People who said it to a spy received a 
prize. The local radio station announced clues about the spies' identities, 
which created a lot of fun for townspeople trying to guess who the spies were. 
The campaign was well organized and took a lot of volunteer hours, but the 
organizers and townspeople thought it was worth it. This type of positive rein-
forcement is effective in getting people to change their opinions of the com-
munity. Remember, we are often our harshest critics. 
Dannebrog, Nebraska, was not well known until it became the Liar's capi-
tal and sponsored a well-publicized liar's contest. Stromsburg and Oakland 
promote themselves by sponsoring Swedish festivals each year and carrying 
the theme throughout their business district. 
Promotions can be designed to improve the image that already exists, 
develop a positive image, change from a negative one, or develop a 
cohesive/clear image where one does not exist. Each of these approaches is 
unique and requires different methods, with the enhancement of an existing 
image the easiest and changing a negative image to a positive one the most 
difficult. It requires a great deal of time and effort to change the way people 
think, encourage them to forget past attitudes, and look to the future. More 
examples of ways communities have met the image challenge are found in the 
appendix of this packet. 
Design Your Promotional Program 
A slogan and logo will unify your promotion theme. They can be used on 
signs, bumper stickers, lapel pins, buttons, feed caps, pencils, and other items. 
A good way to generate excitement is to hold a contest for the best slogan. 
Have another contest for the logo or have an artist design several and then 
vote for the best one. The slogan and logo should be catchy, short and simple, 
and should effectively convey your message. 
Center your promotional program around an upcoming fair, rodeo, fes-
tival, or other event. If there are none, consider staging some kind of event 
to anchor the promotion. If your community is considering starting a yearly 
event, talk to people from other towns who have had successful festivals. 
Review the materials included with this packet for information on event 
planning. 
Organize the local media to publicize the event. You will need several 
people to write and distribute press releases, organize interviews, and stage 
media events. Take a lesson from politicians, who get a lot of free publicity 
by appearing in the news. Free publicity enables more flexibility in your ad-
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vertising budget. Use the ideas and materials contained in the S.T.A.R.T. 
Economic Development Promotion Kit (given to the public relations liaison) 
as resources in promoting your program. 
Markets and Marketing 
A basic principle of selling anything, from toothpaste to a community, is to 
pay attention to the four Ps-product, package, place (market), and promo-
tion. The product is what you are trying to sell, in this case your community. 
The package is what sort of image you choose to project-suburban, rural, 
busy, relaxed, etc. The place, or market, is the area which you would like your 
message to reach. And promotion is the means you use to disseminate that 
message. 
You have, by this time, researched the community, decided what attributes 
to promote, set your goals for promotion, and gained a general idea of market 
area. Because you do not have unlimited funds, you must focus your market-
ing on specific areas. The community attitude survey indicates shopping pat-
terns of local residents and can be considered a simple marketing survey and 
a good starting point for a shopping promotion. However, promoting the com-
munity as a site for something other than shopping may mean a different 
market area and requires additional research. 
Your target markets for various promotions may be surrounding towns, 
surrounding counties, nearby metropolitan areas, or other states. In some 
cases, you will want to supplement the community attitude survey data, par-
ticularly if the survey was conducted only within the city limits. The product 
you have to offer and the present unmet needs will determine what your 
market location will be. 
Your plans and budget will determine what kinds of advertising you will 
use. Most communities will not have extensive budgets, so will need to take 
full advantage of volunteers and free advertising. Your media use may be 
limited to the local newspapers and radio. However, your local cable 
television company may have a public channel that, by law, has to run public 
service announcements. Take full advantage of these. Materials in the box on 
page 8 will help you make some decisions on choosing the appropriate media 
for your advertising. 
When you start your external promotion campaign, some funding will be 
necessary for artwork, printing, postage, etc. Your committee will need to 
look at funding sources, including local sponsors such as utility companies, or 
granting agencies. 
"Creating Advertising that Sells," on page 9, may also be helpful as you plan 
your campaign. (Refer to the S.T.A.R.T. Economic Development Promotion 
Kit for additional helpful tips.) Media outlets have marketing and public rela-
tions personnel who can give good, detailed advice, as well. 
One thing to remember is that people like to be recognized and love to see 
their names in print. As often as possible, find things others can be recognized 
for, especially as they relate to image building. Make full and constant use of 
the news media; they exist to sell news. You and your committee can make 
news. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Major Advertising Media 
MEDIUM 
Newspapers 
Television 
Direct 
Mail 
Radio 
Magazines 
ADVANTAGES 
Geographic selectivity and flexibility 
Broad reach possible 
Advertising permanence 
Readership not seasonal 
Quick response to orders for ads 
Broad reach 
Frequent messages 
Creative opportunities for demonstration 
Appeal to sense of sight and sound 
Entertaimnent carryover 
Ability to saturate specific area 
Advertising permanence 
Ability to target selected prospects 
Great flexibility in format and style 
Excellent control over circulation and 
quality of message 
Low cost 
High frequency 
Short notice for scheduling 
Little seasonal change for audience 
Highly portable 
Good reproduction 
Permanence of message 
Demographic selectivity 
Local and regional market selectivity 
Authority and believability 
DISADVANTAGES 
Limited color availability with variable 
quality 
Short life span, often with hasty reading 
Cluttered pages 
Little demographic selectivity 
Little secondary readership 
High cost for production and air time 
Commercial clutter 
Decreased viewing in summer 
Short life for messages 
Long time for preparation 
High cost per exposure 
Delivery delays 
No editorial matter to support content 
Difficult to obtain desired mailing list 
Consum~r resistance 
No visual possibilities 
Short message life 
Co=ercial clutter 
Tendency for people to use for back-
ground sound and ignore co=ercials 
Limited demonstration possibilities 
Less compelling than other major media 
Long advance preparation 
High cost 
Source: Rachman, D.J., and Mescon, M.H. Business Today 5 (Fifth Edition). New York: Randolph Howe Busi-
ness Division, 1987:316. 
Conclusions 
These tips represent but a few of the many options you have for improving 
your community image. It may be a difficult or easy task, depending on what 
condition your community's image is in and how much time, effort, and 
resources you and others are willing to put forth. 
As your image is being developed or improved, there are many spin-off 
benefits for the community: organization is established, research is done, 
positive attitude is emphasized, and many people are involved in the project. 
Image planning and promotion is an important way for your community to 
build its capacity for the future, to have fun, and to involve your neighbors. 
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Creating Advertising that Sells 
What Works Best in Print 
1. Get the message in the headlines- it should tell the whole story. If you depend on body copy to sell your 
story, you've lost 80% of your money. 
2. Use the headline to target the prospect. Appeal to a special group. 
3. Offer a benefit in the headline. 
4. Look for story appeal in the illustrations. 
5. Use photographs. 
6. Use before and after photographs. 
7. Use simple layouts. 
8. Use testimonials. 
9. Use positive headlines. 
What Works Best in Television 
1. Let the picture tell the story. 
2. Keep it simple. 
3. Grab the viewer's attention. (Interest is the highest in the first five seconds; it can only decrease.) 
4. Make it uncomplicated and direct. 
5. Show people, not objects. 
6. Provide a payoff. 
What Works Best in Radio 
1. Stretch the listener's imagination. Voices and sounds evoke pictures. 
2. Listen for a memorable sound. 
3. Present only one idea. 
4. Select the audience quickly, before they switch to another station. 
5. Mention the name of your event early in the presentation. 
6. Use music. 
7. Ask listeners to take action. Ask them to come out and support your event, co=unity. 
8. Use radio personalities known to people. 
Source: Rachman, D.J., and Mescon, M.H. Business Today 5 (Fifth Edition). New York: Randolph Howe Busi-
ness Division, 1987:320, 321. 
People are attracted to communities for many reasons. When businesses 
are asked their location preferences, they often respond that the final loca-
tion decision encompassed the recipient community's positive image and 
good quality oflife. You, as a community, can capitalize on the option of being 
a well-organized community that has a positive image and can get things done. 
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Additional Resources 
Nebraska Community Improvement Program 
Nebraska Department of Economic Development 
Division of Community Development 
P.O. Box 94666 
301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln, NE 68509-4666 
Contact: Dave Miller 
Community Development Specialist 
402/471-4169 
College of Architecture 
University of Nebraska 
Architecture Hall East 
14th&R 
Lincoln, NE 68588 
Contact: Joe Luther 
Associate Dean 
402/472-3592 
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ASMALL TOWN 
REVIVAL THROUGH 
TOURISM: 
JAMESPORT, 
MISSOU-RI 
Gordon lpson 
tNmoDucnoN 
I n _the·early 1980's ~amesport (population 650), like so many-smaU comrrontties In the Midwest, was suffering from a combination of the farm crisis and the IIJ1lioved 
availablrrty of transportation. The small local stores had 
closed.J ownsfolk were doing most of their shopping In three 
largercommunitles.10; 14, and 22 miles away. Main Street 
looked ~ke a ghost town. The communtty was dying on the 
vine.. · 
Today, tbetown Is bustling. Retail space Is at a premium •. 
There are .no vacant storefronts. Houses have been con-
verted to shops and several buildings hold more than one 
business. Tourists .crowd the community. On some we~­
ends, vlsHors must park three and four blocks away from the 
busineSs district. What caused this tum-around? How did 
this smaU community revive ltseH? 
BACKGROUND AND HISTORY · • 
Known first as-Auberry Grove, then Grant, the town was 
laid out In 1857. The first train steamed into town on June 25, 
1871.1ncorporated as acHy in 1872, thenamewaschanged 
to Jamesport. It Ues on prairie land between the East and 
West Gland Rivers. Mormons had settled In the west em part 
olthe county In the 1630's. In 1953, the Amish settled In the 
Jamesport area and have grown Into the largest such settle-
ment In Missouri. 
But by the early 1980's, the city was dying. Empty store 
fronts lined the one main street. Boarded up windows gazed 
wHh vacant stares over the crumbling sidewalks out to the 
pot-hole-dotted street. After 5:00 p.m., the presence of 
residents "downtown" was noticeable only by their absence. 
The few businesses left in town were those that were 
absolutely essential to a small farming communtty- the feed 
store, on dealer, grain elevator, bank, grocery, post office 
and a tavern. Many of the residents resented the Amish 
because of their different lnestyte and the fact that they spent 
less money than other residents. 
From an economic development standpoint, Jamesport 
was an unlikely place to start an economlc revival. It had lew 
natural advantages. Located at the junction of two two-lane 
state highways, the nearest U.S. highway is 16 niiles east. 
The nearest interstate interchai)Qe is 23 mlles west. 
There is no bus service, no local airport, 110 manufacturing 
industry and the railroad line was abandoned and. tom-up 
years ago. St. Joseph, the nearest rnetropoiHan area, is 60 
miles away and Kansas City Is 80 miles. With rio Industrial 
park, a crumbling intrastruclure and a declining p9pulation, 
Jamesport faced a bleak future. · 
ORGANIZATION- TURNING A "LIABILITY" 
.INTO AN ASSET 
One local couple, Gary and Carol Ellis, had .an antique· 
shop. Because there was not enough traffic In J;unesP9it to 
support their business, they made their living doing liotique 
shows across the country. · · · · .· 
In 1963, the EUises purchased the former dn.lg:S!orll in . 
downtown Jamesport and remodeled it Into a·.large .ani!que · 
shop. From their experience doing antique shows, t~ykilew 
that people will come to a location where there are;a.large·. 
number of antiques available. Basedonthisknowledge; they 
invited other antique dealers to ·locate in Jamesport. As 
tourists started to come to the shop:;, the Ellises !)Oted that 
most of the questions they were. asked had to. ~ with,· 
"Where can we see the Amish?" The next stepwas to print 
maps of the area showing the· shops afld th~j.local Amish 
community. What had been viewed as a·:'lillbiiHy,"the Amish . 
had suddenly become an asset; their ties! drawing ca_rd .. ' . 
. . :" 
.. • • \"i - . . . .. -
Soon, a number of shops selling Amish and other loca.lly . 
produced crafts joined the antique shops. :rho: Jamesport : 
Communtty Association was founded. A®ptiilg a stoiJarYof 
"Step Back in Time.~.the Association started a campaign of 
pooled advertising and tourism proni<ition:' · 
· .• _ "! •• 
RESULTS: A SMALL TOWtl llEVIVAl. . ,. . · 
.. · .. : . .. . . .. 
Today, Jamesport is alive wHn' antique, 'sPci.clattY and 
crafts shops. Two 'bed and breakfaSts• and a.sma~ motel 
have opened. Three resta!)rantsaooiWoold-fashiOnQd&Oda · 
fountains provide meals and refreshlll(lnts to vl$ito(s. Auxll-. 
lary businesses include two tour services, a hunting lodge, 
and a campground. · · 
While the presence of the Amish, with thelf ho~-drawn 
buggies and nlneteenth~ntury lifestyle, Is a maJor attrac-
tion for the area, their religious beliefs forbid the taking of 
pictures. To enable vlsHors to see and photograph an old-
fashioned working farm, the Association in 1986 recruited 
Max January to come and open "The Home P1ace."Wrth help 
from his neighbors, and the Association, Max purchased and 
began fixing-up an old farmhouse and farm on the edge of 
town. 
Operated with horse-power, wood and kerosene pow-
ered appliances and kerosene lamps, The Horne Place is a 
bed and breakfast and working I arm. Visitors and guests can 
view and experience home canning, sorghum and homlny 
Reprinted with permission from Economic Development Review, VoL 7, No. 2, 
Spring 1989. Published by the American Economic Development Council, 4849 
North Scott St., Suite 22, Schiller Park, IL 60176. 
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making, horse-powe~ed !ann machinery, and food prepara-
tion and preservation. Overnight guests sleep under haili:V 
sewn quiKs. Guests and tourS are fed eggs; meat and · 
produce grown onthefann aild cooked over a wood-burning 
range. It Is like being tq!nsported back eighty years In time~· 
The Jamesport_ COmmunKy Association has developed. ·· 
four annual events. In Februaiy they have a Winter Festival. · 
Local artisans and craftsmen demonstrate broom making, 
musical instrument construction, hog butchering, butter 
churning and other activities lh<,~t used to take place on farms 
during the winter inonths: In May, there is the May Days 
Festival, Flea Market, Craft Show and Consignment lwc-
tion. July brlngs the Junior livestock Show, Fair and Flea 
Market: The las( weekend In November is celebrated wtth 
the "Step Back !n Time Christinas• Home Tours and Craft 
Show. Up to 18,000 visitors attend each of these two and 
three-day events. Conservative estimates place the number 
of visitors to Jamesport at80,000 to 100,000 annually. What 
were the underlying secrets behind this amazing revival? 
Could thiS SuCceSs be atipliCated in other commUnities? . 
CONCLUSION: LESSONS TO BE USED IN OTHER 
. COMMUNITIES 
Probably the key element in Jamesport ·s revival is lead· 
ership. In Jamesport's case, the leadership was provided by 
Gary and Carol Ellis. They started things rolling by Inviting 
olh!Jr antique shops to town and helped to form the Jame· 
sport Comlllunity Association. 
The second element Is organization. By getting everyone 
. invollied and paying attention to •grass-roots" ideas, the 
·,_:(lssociatlon was able to take advantage of the tact that 
·~le do care about their community. By organizing, Jame-
sport developed additional comm.inity leaders. 
The organization of the community l.ed to the third ele-
ment, cooperation. The best example of this in Jamesport is 
the P.<)oled-funding of their advertising program. All mer-
chanls.wl)o contribute to the fund are given space In the full· 
page ad that Is purchased: Under a common banner that 
say;;, • 'Step Back In lime' Discciver Jamesport, Misso\JI'i · 
and th~ Amish Community" and shows an Amish buggy, ten · 
separate ads of Jamesport businesses fill the rest of the 
page. Another example Is the help that was given to Max 
Janu~ry when he s,tarted "The Home Place." Vari?tJs resi· 
dents donated paint, materials and labor to help Max get 
started. They all kneW thbt having a working-farinwould help 
draw additional visitors to town. · 
.- ~ : : 
Fourth, JamespOrt' sOught professional help lind adviCe. · 
Expertise was sought from Dr. Jerry Wade of the. University 
of Missouri's Department of Community Development and 
Jack McCall with the University Extension In Northwest 
Missouri. ConsuKation and moral support came from North-
west Partnerships, an eighteen-county economic develop; 
ment council. One need that was identHied by these consuH. · 
ants was that of a full-time coordinator for the AssociatiOn's 
activities. To fill this need, an application was made to the 
U.S. Action Agency fora V .I.S.T.A. volunteer. Upon approval 
of the application, a local Individual was selected and served 
tor a year as the Association's coordinator. As of this writing, 
the term for the V.I.S.T.A. volunteer has expired and the 
Association Is looking Into other ways to fund a coordinator. 
The final element In Jamesport's success Is marketing. 
After the first few shops were In place, they started their own 
festivals, celebrations and events. They encouraged local 
people to show off .old-time skills, arts and crafts. They took . 
advantage of newspaper, radio and television publicity by. 
writing news releases and inviting reporters out tocovertheir 
events. They printed maps, brochures and posters that were 
distributed at State Visitors' Centers, truck stops and service 
centers. They use a common slogan and logo In all of their 
promotional items. And, they effectively use "word-of-mouth" 
advertising. By offering visitors a pleasant experience.-
Jamesport has developed ·repeat customers". who. con-
stantly brlng new friends and relatives and actively promote 
the town. 
The lessons of Jamesport, Missouri are transferable to 
other communities. Proximity to an attraction like an Amish 
settlement is not a necessity; Other attractions can be found 
or created. Jack McCall has taken the lessons learned ln 
Jamesport and other northern Missouri· communities and 
presented them in a publication entitled Small Town Survival 
Manual, Manual133, July, 1988, available from University 
Extension, Columbia, Missouri 65211. 
No one will say that turning a declining small town around 
is easy, but It can be done.lt takes leadership, organization, 
cooperation and marketing. To those small towns willing to 
put forth the effort, the rewards can be great. 
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Creating. ·and .Managing 
Hometown Special Events 
by GLENN D. WEAVER 
.·.' 
The popularity of special events or festivals has grown 
rapidly in recent years. Many communities realized that by 
sponsoring a special event they can bring hundreds, even 
thousands of people to town. This increases. the local 
business trade and substantially improves the economy. 
Following are some strategies and factors that should b• 
considered u yoU( cOmmunity. plans its next special event. 
Special events, those infrequent, short-term, planned 
activities that lie outsi\le the normal day-to-day com-
munity activities, in~Ude festivaiS;celetira !Ions, shows, etc. · 
Residents ·can . develop these· · eventk' by promoting such 
activities as • 4-H dog show, a tractor pull, a ro4eo,a fiShing 
derby, a gospel sing, a ,reunion, a ·bluegrass festival or any of 
a number of o~er !J!terests. 
'. 
ll'hy HtJve Special Eracts?. 
A community mafwaiit to si!On5or a spec !at' event for 
many reasons.· ibe mOs!''obvious ones include: to malcc 
money, to enhance community spirit, to provide reereational 
opportunitfea, to meet ,iJj.~duc-.tlonal g<iu and to provide 
communitY ~Bity;··~gardlea of the reason for holding 
a spec:'lil event, '11-'iiiou'td ·bring'people to your community. 
The ~tors have 'iitopP«tun.ity to see and experience the 
people, lifestyle and services your community offm, This 
in tum has the potential of expanding the town's trade area. 
and or Increasing Illes receipts throughout the ·~e.r. ·n.e 
enhanced visibntty and community spirit may also·lnfluence 
industrfto ·locate in your community. Also, because of 
their exposure· to your town, individuals may decide to 
move there for business reasons or to retire. 
Residents should thoroughly discuss the reuons why 
the cOmmunity ·would want to sp<)nsor a special event. 
The goals and objectives should be formulated Into written 
statements and prioritized. ··.These· should be referred to 
on I. regular basis ·and' alJ of 'the·'~rganizers' efforts 
direct<.! toward reachin.s them. ·· ·· 
Organizing CommunitY Resources 
The idea for hosting a sP.c~i. event can come from 
anyone but ultimately a sponsoring group must accept the 
~· . . 
Festlvau, Uke the winter cookoff (l•ft} and the event deplet-
ing the Middle Aget (above} need planning to enture tuc«ll. 
Photos from the New YorkStateDepartment of Commerce. 
Glena D. Weaver Ia a State Extenllion Speciallat. aDd 
Aaoclate Profeaor In the Department of Recreation and 
·Pork Adminiaqation, ExtCMjon.Programo,. 4117 Clark JlalJ, 
University of Missouri, Colunibl&, Missouri, 652ll. Much 
of the material eontained ln .. this . article· woa ·orfelaally · 
published In Special Eventl: Gulde/lni1 for Devdopment 
and Management, published by the Univmlty of Miaourl 
Extension Service and authored by Glenn D. Weaver and 
Robert Robinson, This Is also available from the above 
address. . 
Reprinted with permission from Small Town, Vol. 19, No. 3, Nov.-Dec. 1988 . 
• Published'-and copyrighted by Small Towns Institute, Third Ave. and Poplar 
St., P.O. Box 517, Ellensburg, WA 98926. 
. ·~ 
responsibility for it. The reputation of and the support 
given by the sponsoring organization directly tnfldertces ··! 
the ovemll community Involvement and support for the 
event. Ultimately, however, the event's success will depend 
to a large extent upon its .acceptance and support by the 
·entire community. · 
For this reason, people representing all of the town's 
interest groups should have the opportunity to ~.t inv~lve<J,+ ,; 
in the planning, opemtions and/or support ofc~b.(event:'•· · ··· 
The complexity of. t!te organizational stru.ctuie. depends, 
of course, upol),!he ~.and complexity of the e~nt •.. ; ·;~ ;. . 
The 11i91t ~~-way to ~ganlie '-" ~ellt·~l11.foriii;f. · -, 
committee retpOIIslb!e:for each ofthe.JunCUons.necessa!Y ... : 
In its pl.annlllg;· proriicitlon and manageiiient...- 'E]!amplcs of . . .·. 
functional . · eommtttees ··Include: program, ·.marketing! · 
FIGURE 1 
SAMPLE ORGANIZATIONAL CHART.· 
President/Director 
Lsal AdvisOr 
!Possibly City Attorney) 
·Ekeeutlw Committn 
Secretary • paid part-tkne or 
prollided bye 
CO-ating 
organization 
promotion,.fln'!'cc~ ·opellltions and logistics. An overall 1·~· 
event coordinator should be appointed or. elected (generally· 
by the .sponsoring organlza!fon) to· cOOJ'ci!D&te ,(!ie 'elf~ .4 . CllairpemM from eoc:h o1 
of the nrious functional cornrilitteeL' ··nus penOi1 qtay be I · .;""' commltttts 
called tlie.director, president or some other suitabte.term. 
Avoid the;;'* of the t~rm (':~non" to deacribe the . 
general ~#.)itator ,In cirdedo.'reducc.confusion with the 
various funcilonal committee chairpersons.··'' , ·. .., · , .::•:· · 
The. ipccw eveni director ·:!¥lll appoirii' the ~1rpersons . 
Carporete Spon10r • If used 
for Clch .. Of.the functiOnal ~!teeS and. they 1 in'\!Jm, wru. · I I · I . •. 
recruit' the \ndMdualuieected to ensuie that ·the commlitee ·~ogram Market.ing Operations Finance.. t..A>gistlct 
successf'!J!yl'tompletes the assigned tuks. Keep,one.maxim · · ·. 
in mind WhUe-cnganl7ing the e('fort: Neverappollit.Orelect. or·political standpoint, to idenllf>: certain Individuals with 
someone to a. posiOon of responslbUlty who haS a history the event. When this is warranted, Individuals not doing 
of not. getting the job done or creal~!!. unl,l.e~ I the day·to-day hard work· should be listed u "Honolllry" 
friction;' ·. • . · . · .. '· ·.:• · · .:. (director, captain, host, etc.) •. This 'will assure that the 
The. CX~Utive Commlttee.(or board of_d~!Ors)shauid l public hu a cle~r understanding of t~e person's res~nsi· 
include ·,.the chalrpersoni.from each. of.:·the· func!lonll ,bOities and authority, yet it stru gives .the. 'dCstred ~cogtti· 
comnlittees and the pmidcnt/dltector;· Figure 1 Utustptes :ilon to the selected Individuals ••... ,., · ·.·. . . .. .. · 
the ty'j!lcal approach for illganlzlng the ·leadership of a ~· It Is .also Important to acknQW!edge j!ae pCc)ple who 
• ·~ ·• 1,.. • • I 
specill event. Each functional comnlittee may add task· sacrifice their .time. to .. actually . do . .;*e needed work. 
forcei In ·order to accomplish lti primary n:sponsibUIOes. :Volunteers are .essential to any ,evcnt\.,suc:Cess. They. . 
For example, the program committee may have the follow• should be treated professionally and geneiolisty. recognl7.ed: . 
lng task .forces: papde, entertainment {chlldren'uctlvltles, ,;for their contrlbutio.U. · · · . . .. · • ·• · 
music,' etC.) and awards. · . ~ . ·.· 
AU successful community festivals select and utUize 111 .~kc~ing 11 !flllflc .· . . . . . ... . . 
execiitlve committee or board of directors to coordinate Because· potential visitors and .even. local towilspeopte. 
the activities. Ultimately, the success or faUure depends on have many· options available .for rec~tion and education, 
these key people so they should be selected carefully and ~·event must appeal'to.a person's interest and be ofa high 
deliberaiely. An executive committee must Include only quality nature. The activities planned are the things tha,t. 
those people who have the interest, abUity and time to geneiate the interest;whfle.qlll!lity is suggested througi\ . 
devote to the event's organization ami coordination. the lnfonnation:distributed·and by the mimner in whlch.lt · 
Otherwise, the event will fail. Each person should have the is presented.·' · 
interest and ability to: The choice of a n8!Jle .and a theme Is very Important to 
success. Therefore, thli: element should receive sc:notii:' 
consideration. The proposed name should be artchy, thort, .. 
memorable, tied to or related to the theme tmd Uilllbk year 
after year. The name Is one of the event's best selling 
points and will promote and advertise the event. Many 
well-known festivals have incorpomted the location or city • 
• Put In long hours of planning and follow through. 
• Look after details in a timely fashiOn. 
• Get along well with people. 
• Put event interests ahead ofpenonal interests. 
From time to time it is wise, from a public relations I into the title: O!lgary Stampede, Hennann Malfest, Wichita 
6 Sma/J Town . NoMnbu-D«entb~r,..J988 · 
Jazz Festival, Ellensburg Rodeo, Cheyenne Frontier Days 
and others.· 
&lecting a Theme 
The thell)e selected should emphasize the program of 
activities that is planned. It may be associated with a 
season, an historical event. a famous person or with other 
program activities. All program offerings, advertisements, 
the color scheme, costumes, etc. should remain consistent 
with this theme. For example, mud wrestling or a greased 
pig chase would not be appropriate for an art show. 
However, they could fit in well with another type of event. 
The entire festival should operate with its theme as the 
central focus. Think of the festival as a collection of events 
that have some connection or relevance to the theme. 
&lectlng a Program 
As mentioned earlier, the program needs to consistently 
reflect the theme. Interest in the program of activities 
is the primary reason why people will attend the event. 
The program, therefore, needs to be planned and sequenced 
in such a way as to provide activities for all segments of the 
market you are trying to attract. Ajso, the activities should 
be scheduled to hold an audience on each day they are held. 
Due to. limited space and great variety of options for 
programs, this article will not attempt to address the 
issues associated with the planning of the program. 
Markting and P10mott"ng Your El'<!nts 
If you want to attract people to your event or festival, 
they must know about it. They must be convin~d that 
they should attend and they need correct, detailed iriJorrna-
lion so that they arrive at the right time. The ~q~ing 
guidelines will help organize the promotional activities. 
The first task in planning your promotional efforts 
involves determining who you want to attend. If the 
event is ~all and designed for a local audience, you should 
base the methods on an evaluation of how local people 
receive information. Examples might include a banner 
across Main Street, a radio announcement, newspaper ads 
and personal announcements at school functions, civic 
meetings, churches, etc. If the event is designed for a 
regional audience, as well as for local people, promotion 
wUI use different methods and involve different time 
factors so that magazines, television and newspapers can 
receive the information in a timely manner and in a usable 
form. 
Following are a few suggestions for event promotion: 
• Be sure the event is ·worthwhile-a quality event. A 
highly publicized event . that turns out to be low 
quality and disappointing will hurt future efforts. 
• Be sure potential audiences receive information far 
enough in advance to make plans to attend. 
* Keep the information consistent (i.e., the name, 
theme, times, dates. etc.). Also, the use of a theme 
November-December, !988 
and logo will help build an image and enhance 
recognition. 
• Determifie, in advance, the items and activities worthy : 
of.reee!Ving featured treatment in the promotional 
efforts. 
• Have the chairperson of the marketing/promotion i · 
committee direct the promotional efforts. 
• Develop a promotion/marketing plan that explicitly. · 
states what wUI be publicized, when and how. It is· 
advised to have this plan in writing and include 
calendar elites for action. 
• Consider how effectively each marketing method will 
reach the selected audience before deciding to use it. 
• Be professional when working with media representa-
tives. They can provide a great deal of help if you 
develop a good relationship with them. 
Remember to always follow through with your efforts. 
Make sure others receiveyourlnformation and are producing 
the expected promotional items (i. e., make sure that the 
posters, banners, etc. are printed and distributed on time, 
and news releases written, received and scheduled for 
printing, etc.). 
News releases and public service announcements are 
usually run for free in neWSPapers and magazines and they 
effectively promote special events. Remember that news 
media vary In how they deal with newt items. Some 
organizations want to write and produce their own angle on 
o,J story whUe others lack the time. 'and staff and, therefoce, 
rely i.linost entiJdy on the materi&ls that you give them and 
especlally on prewrittcn newi clones that you provide. 
. k· ~· 
Consult with the newa;servlcea lri 'the communities wbk:h 
cover the markets ·yo•f hope to att'tact, and find out how 
·they desire to h&ndle your news •. ~:eoiiiientrated effo.f. to 
produce newa releases, specifically directed at meeting the 
requirements of the local media, can result in continued and 
thorough coverage of your event from the planning stages 
all the way through Ill completion. 
In many cases, your efforts and the general interest that 
they generate will produce live radio coverage, special 
magmne features, sections In the region's newspapers and 
spots on area television stations. When the promotional 
information is presented as news, it gives publicity wi.thout 
costing budget dollars. A note of caution: If more than 
one newspaper, television or radio sta,tion is covering your 
event, supply each with the same news releases at the same 
time. Failure to do this puts some media representatives at 
a disadvantage and will create future public relations 
problemo. 
Providing Food and Beverages 
Food and beverages are an essential part of most events. 
Providing these meets a need of the visitors. They -are also 
a source of income for the sponsoring organization and 
may provide money. for local clubs or concession~ ires.-
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Commemorations of important historicallzap-
penings are popular ePents that combine fun 
with a serious look at the importance of 
remembering a community, state or nation's 
heritage. These three Civil War buffs prepare 
for a mock battle at Blennerhassett State Park 
in Parkersburg, West Virgin fa, during its annual 
Civil War Living 1/istory Weekend held each 
fall. Photograph courtesy of the West Virginia 
Departf!tent of Commerce. 
The manner in which the festival provides food and I sales or to agree to a set fee. A set fee approach is simpler 
beverages is important from a health and safety standpoint because it avoids the necessity of having to document 
as well as from the point of view of providing quality sales, avoids uncertainty about income and makes it easier 
service. Any complaint or dissatisfaction with the food and to develop a budget for the special event. Administratively, 
beverage s<rvice reflects on the overall satisfaction with this method places the responsibility of monitoring sales 
' the event. : and keeping records with the concessionaire, not the food 
The provision of these services should contribute heavily ! and beverage committee. If the set fee contract approach 
to a festival's financial success. Most events provide food I is used, it eliminates all concerns regarding sales • 
and beverage services through one of two methods: Oubsand Sp.,ciaflnu,..,st Groups often provide refreshment 
using concessionaires or relying on clubs and groups. booths. This is a good money making project that can 
Following are descriptions of pluses and minuses of both foster community involvement and it also gives the clubs 
methods: some visibOity to visitors. If a festival uses clubs and special 
Concessionair~s may be secured to provide the services. 
They are willing to bid on the job or to contract for specified 
services because they have ~ captive audience and a 
monopoly on the needed items. Most of the ite.ms sold 
give the concessionaires a high profit. If concessioni4res 
are used, it is common to charge them a percentage of all 
10 Small Town 
groups to provide this service, the clubs should also expect 
to pay a percentage of their sales or contribute a set fee for 
this opportunity. Again, a set fee is recommended for the 
reaso"s mentioned above. As an event establishes its ability 
to rlraw larger crowds, the fees charged vendors and 
concessionaires should increase. 
Regardless of the approach used to provide food and 
November-December, 1988 
beverage services, the health and safety of consumers must 
always be emphasized. All vendors must meet state health 
standards and the appearance of the site and the conduct of 
the personnel should be regulated. These stand"ards should 
be clearly described and inspections should be made. Each 
site or booth should be compatible with the event's design 
and decor and be located consistent with the layout 
designed by the facilities committee. The best way to 
accomplish this is through a contract agreement, specifying 
not only the items to be sold but also the price, hours of 
operation and other specifics desired by the executive 
committee. 
Space does not permit an explanation of the concerns 
and issues associated with exhibitors such as arts and crafts. 
Generally, the festival organizers should consider the same 
principles that apply to food and beverage operations, 
except for the health related issues, when they are planning 
and managing arts and crafts exhibitors. 
Festival Operations 
Health and Safety Considerations. A festival is a lot like an 
overpopulated city. Concentrations of people lead to all 
kinds of problems involving traffic, water supplies, sewage 
disposal, energy networks, medical care and c..rime. 
Because of the threat of health related problems like 
contamination and disease at large public gatherings, most 
local and state governments have developed rules that must 
be followed. Many have "mass gathering" requirements 
that apply to all festivals meeting two criteria: an expected 
attendance of 1,000 or more and a duration of at least 
12 hours. Festivals which fall into these categories must 
file a "Preliminary Notice of Intent," to the state or county 
health department at least 90 days prior to the date. 
Traffic Control. Two key traffic control factors to consider 
involve the need for the site to handle smooth traffic flow 
and parking. Parking is critical for out-of-town guests. 
People want to park as close as possible to the festival 
grounds. You will need ample space to park cars, keeping 
in mind that you need to establish fire lanes, emergency 
exits and exit lanes since people will be coming and going 
at a variety of times. Organizers of any event should also 
consider the special need for handicapped parking. 
Events should often provide parking for trailers. These 
are usually used for first aid, or for entertainers' dressing 
rooms, storing special equipment, costume changes~ etc. 
If you charge fees for parking, it may be worth con· 
sidering a differential fee, based on proximity to the event. 
Also, the parking needs of exhibitors, entertainers and staff 
will present a problem unless the festival organizers have an 
established policy and they enforce it. 
Each community will have different conditions to deal 
with on parking, but regardless of the available resources, a 
good plan that is enforced will reduce conflicts and 
criticism. Traffic flow should be arranged in order to 
promote convenience, simplicity and safety. Out·of·town 
November-Dectmber, 1988 
guests who drive to the event will need more information 
and direction than local residents and they need the 
information in time to allow for making lane changes. 
Avoid having exits that lead onto busy streets and also 
try to eliminate the need to cross lanes of traffic going the 
opposite direction. If possible, arrange for traffic to exit the 
event at a location away from the entering traffic. It Is also 
advisable to schedule high interest events at times that will 
not increase normal traffic congestion (i.e., the to and 
from work commute). Provide traffic barriers to aid in 
giving directions and to guide the visitors around the area 
safely. 
Dealing with Exhibitors. Many exhibitors, such as those 
dealing in arts and crafts, often will not like their location. 
Keep in mind that many of them earn their living from 
attending these kinds of events and will be very aggressive 
in their efforts to improve their location or gain some other 
advantage. Normally, event organizers should clearly mark 
a well-planned exhibit area along the midway and located 
near the food and stage area. 
If the festival provides a canopy, it is best to have each 
individual booth staked out (2-inch by 5-inch stakes with 
flagging taJ1e works well) at least 36 hours before the event 
is scheduled to open. This time is needed because many 
exhibitors will have to construct their own booth or 
covering. Identify each exhibit area with an appropriate 
number to aid in locating assigned places. 
Security. Providing some form of security is desirable. 
The police department, county sheriff or both should be 
invited to help with the logistics committee plan for 
security. The type of facility, exhibitors, location and the 
program offerings will influence the level of security 
needed. Also, a patrol by uniformed volunteers wiU provide 
some degree of informal security and aid in crowd control. 
Communications. It is extremely important to have a 
system for efficient communication between the festival 
decision makers, security personnel and health safety and 
program staff. Communication is important for handling 
the logistics. 
Festivals usually use one of two systems: walkie-talkies 
or the central .. command post.'' Some events use both. 
In the centralized command post system, it is used to relay 
messages and operate a public address system. A method 
that uses walkie-talkies has the flexibility of allowing 
individuals to move about and conduct other business 
while remaining in touch with others. 
The above points should help communities develop and 
operate a quality event. Remember you cannot overplan. 
Start at least I 0 months in advance. Good planning will 
improve the efficiency of each phase of development and 
marketing and will increase your chances of economic 
success. Have an exciting and a successful festival! 
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Streetscape as a means 
of economic development 
With the backing of the private sector, 
Glendale has undertaken a streetscape 
project to strengthen its identity and 
. make the city more attractive. 
I 
14 
by Gary Sears 
"When it comes to development, 
however, local governments have 
considerable abilitytostimulate local 
economic development through au-
tonomous actions . .. "* 
The term "economic development" 
has become widely used by munici-
pal officials to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of one's community in re-
taining existing businesses and at-
tracting others. Economic develop-
ment in the early 1980s described 
primarily the attraction of "clean 
industries" to communities; this 
meant high tech firms with highly 
paid white-collar workers, that would 
add· to and not detract from the 
economic vitality of the city. 
However, because of Colorado's 
sagging economy during the last 
few years, economic development 
has become synonymous with any 
initiative to attract jobs or new bus-
Iness to the community. The scope 
of economic development has now 
broadened to Include any activity 
associated with retaining retail, 
Gary Sears has been city manager 
of Glendale since 1986. 
*ICMA, Management Policies in Local 
Government Finance, Third Edition, 1987, 
page 78. 
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touristioHl~ted businesses, or en-
ticing :ift@.stries of all types and 
characteft.o one's city or town. 
Recent pressures from local cHizen 
and business groups to promote 
economic . development have re-
quired local leaders to assess their 
community's strengths and weak-
nesses and consider making major 
capital and Infrastructure improve-
ments. These capital projects have 
focused taxpayer revenues on many 
non-traditional construction items 
such as street landscaping, river 
front district improvements, or con-
vention al)d recreational facilities. 
These prO!ects are being designed, 
at leastln part, to attract prospective 
businessii.s and to increase the num-
ber of visitors and tourists to these 
commun"itles. 
The City of Glendale in 1986 had 
received many suggestions from 
local business leaders to take steps 
to imprO.'{!Jihe econom lc viability of 
the city. A~!! result of these requests, 
city offidats worked with members 
of the business community to deter-
mine theotypes of improvements 
which sh.oOid be considered in order 
to improviiGiendale's economic cli-
mate. 
These Initial meetings led to public 
forums with Interested businesses 
and citizens to obtain their opinions 
on the types of Improvements that 
would enhance our image, strengthen 
our Identity In the metropolitan area, 
and makeGiendale more attractive 
for our"eiclsting and prospective 
businesses. As a result of these 
forums, it was determined that the 
best course of action would be to 
improve the visual attractiveness of 
the community by landscaping our 
major streets. 
The process used in the develop-
ment of Glendale street improve-
ments included citizen involvement 
in the project design,an estimate of 
the cost of improvements, the acqui-
sition of easements, financing alter-
natives, and construction of the var-
ious elements chosen for the project. 
Citizen Involvement In 
project design 
Perhaps the key to any project, 
especially one of this nature, is to 
Colorado Municipalities/May~June 1989 
As a result of these 
forums, it was determined 
that the best course of 
action would be to 
improve the visual 
attractiveness of the 
community by landscaping 
our major streets. 
hold public meetings and encourage 
various groups in the community to 
participate In the design ofthe proj-
ect. As a result of such meetings in 
Glendale, it was determined that 
the overall design should include 
(1) a detailed intersection and gate-
way design, (2) landscaping of the 
streets, and (3) traditional capital 
Improvements, such as drainage, 
sidewalks, and overlays. 
Participants at the public meetings 
determined that the project should 
promote Glendale as predominantly 
suburban in character. With these-
lection of this theme, such items as 
wrought-Iron grates for trees or metal 
benches were not includ\)d because 
they would emphasize a more urban, 
compact appearance. The spacing 
for trees along streets was widely 
set at 30 feet so that a tree canopy 
would develop over time. 
In addition, low fluted walls, 30 
Inches In height, with the Glendale 
name and logo were designed for 
the gateways and intersections to 
assist in community Identification. 
Light fixtures with clear globes were 
selected for use at Intersections to 
enhance pedestrian mobility at night. 
Also, the design called for 400 
trees (each averaging a three-Inch 
caliper and 15 feet In height) to be 
planted throughout the city, in addi-
tion to a large number of shrubs to 
be planted to add greenery along 
the streets and enhance the low 
walls. interlocking pavers were se-
lected for use at Intersections to 
add color and texture to the corners. 
The design also included $5,000 
for enlarged, blue-colored street 
signs which incorporated the city 
logo and location in each intersec-
(continued on page 16) 
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lion. Business and i;ommunity lead· 
ers gave their apj?roval on the final 
design and requested that the city 
proceed with finanCin·g the improve· 
ments. 
Estimated cost of improvements 
The various elements of the proj-
ect were individually analyzed ac-
cording to cost, with the cost to 
complete the entire project esti-
mated at $1.7 million. However, be-
cause the city would miss a construc-
tion season if all improvements as 
planned were to "be jmplemented 
immediately and because of financial 
constraints, certain elements oft he 
plan were droppedff{l.m considera-
tion during the firsf:'phase of the 
project. The primary items eliminat-
ed were bus shelters, a central plaza 
with a grove of trees on a private 
parcel of land, and new traffic signals. 
The project was reduced in scope 
to $1 million to accomplish the key 
elements of the plan as noted from 
the public meetings. The revised 
project included (1) intersection and 
gateway improvements, (2) landscap-
ing along Glendale streets, (3) tradi-
tional street improvements, (4) rights 
of way, and (5) consulting costs. A 
summary of these estimated costs 
is given in Table One. 
With a cost estimate for each 
element, a decision was made to 
meet with the property owners to 
determine the number of easements 
Table One 
Estimated and Actual Costs 
of G.Umdale Streetscape Project 
Description Estimate 
Intersection ann Gateway Improvements $400,000 
Low, fluted bfOClr1Nausc·:·•. · ,. 
Actual 
$283,740 
Sidewalks . 
Decorative lighting.,_ 
Interlocking pavers ::' .. r'< • 
Demolition of existing structures 
Street Improvements 
Street overlays · .. ,: 
Drainage Improvements· 
Rights of Way 
• $10 per easement 
•·' 
Design and Administration Fees 
Architect 
Construction management 
Surveying/engineering 
Irrigation consultants 
Bond Issuance expenses 
Other consulting fees 
Total 
16 
- ·,·. --.:~ "i 
. ; .. 
.· 
$250,000 $205,039 
... 
-. ,:-
$175,000 $ 97,900 
-o- $150* 
$162,000 $144,557 
$987,000 $731,386 
In meetings with affected 
property owners, the 
city received verbal 
agreement from most of 
the owners that limited 
dedication would be 
given for placement of 
certain improvements. 
that could be dedicated to the city 
without cost, allowing the city to 
proceed with construction of the 
first phase. 
Easement ded icatlons 
In meetings with affected property 
owners, the city received verbal 
agreement from most of the owners 
that limited dedication would be 
given for placement of certain im-
provements, provided the city would: 
(1 )Count the dedicated property 
as open space for the calcula-
tion of landscaping in a rede-
velopment of the property. 
(2)AIIow the property owner to 
cancel the easement if the then 
current value of the streetscape 
improvement was repaid to the 
city. 
(3)Accept exclusive use of the prop-
erty for maintenance of the im-
provements. 
Because the easement had to be 
given "in perpetuity," some owners 
declined to dedicate easements for 
the construction of the improve-
ments. However, as a result of our 
negotiations, a total of 47,808 square 
feet of easements were obtained 
by the city. We believed, as a result 
of these potential dedications and 
the rights of way already possessed 
by the city, that there was sufficient 
agreement to proceed with the $1 
million improvements. 
Financing the project 
Because the commercial and bus-
iness community would be the pri-
(continued on page 18) 
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mary benefiefru.y .of the proposed 
improvements,'the following types 
of financing were considered: 
(1)Formationofaspecial improve-
ment district. 
(2) Formation of a general improve-
ment district. 
(3) Issuance of a general obligation 
bond. 
Since the commercial properties 
would contribute the most with a 
general obligation bond, and sup-
ported it becau_se the community 
as a whole wQ"uld participate, the 
city chose to pri)Qeed with issuance 
of a general ob11gation bond. The 
issue was submitted to the voters in 
late summer 1987, and the voters 
approved the bond with 82 percent 
voting in favor. 
A positive climate has 
been created as a result 
of this project. Many 
businesses have compli-
mented the city on 
taking the initiative and 
following through with 
this complex project. 
Construction of the project 
With the bond approved, the city 
staff worked to finalize the details 
of the project to submit for bid. Staff 
met with the affected property own-
ers located along the selected streets 
to discuss the elements and timing 
of improvements and the actual 
New sidewalk and gutters are accented by tree and shrubbery 
plantings. The trees will eventually form a canopy over the 
streets. 
18 
easements which would be required. 
Because the bond did not include 
any acquisition of right of way, the 
number of alternatives designed for 
each property owner was extensive. 
It took approximately five months 
to complete construction drawings 
for the landscaping of the project. 
However, as the city controlled the 
project and therefore had a great 
deal of flexibility in the location of 
improvements, the staff was able to 
work around the few property owners 
who did not dedicate easements 
without adversely affecting the over· 
all scope of the project. 
Because the city was able to obtain 
several easements in early fall of 
1 987, the city contracted for procure-
ment of trees with two landscaping 
companies. As noted earlier, because 
of difficulty in designing gateway 
and intersection improvements, 
these corner treatments along with 
sidewalks, irrigation, shrubs, and 
street overlays were included to· 
gether in the bids for summer of 
1988. 
Due to the quality of design, proj-
ect management, and low bids given 
by participating contractors, the city 
was able to complete the project in 
late fall, 1 988, with approximately 
$260,000 remaining for a second 
phase of work. 
Perhaps the most important aspect 
of successfully completing a public 
construction project is the develop-
ment of a capable city team. The 
city team in this case was comprised 
of the assistant to the city manager, 
who became the project manager 
and coordinated the multiple con-
tractors, city staff, and various con-
sultants; the city engineer, who pro· 
vided the public works coordination, 
surveying assistance, and inspec-
tion; and the chief building inspector, 
who assisted with design elements 
and details of the project specifica-
tions and field review. Once the 
·design was complete, the city also 
employed a seasoned construction 
manager, on a part-time basis, to 
monitor the field construction, co-
ordinate with the city staff, prepare 
pay estimates, and handle the paper-
(continued on page 23) 
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work through the course of construc-
tion. 
This team worked closely during 
the one-and-a-half year construction 
process fo ensure that the project 
would be completed on a timely 
basis, without unnecessary delays, 
and that the businesses which had 
dedicated easements would be sat-
isfied with the results of construction. 
This team not only helped ensure 
that the project was completed on a 
timely basis but also that it was 
constructed under budget and with-
out major com plaint. 
A review of the final costs of the 
project in comparison to the original 
estimates is given in Table One. 
Goal of economic development 
It is still too early to determine the 
effect of these improvements to 
help the city strengthen existing 
businesses and encourage new bus-
inesses and visitors to our com-
munity. 
Colorado Municipalities/May-June 1989 
However, a very positive climate 
has been created throughout the 
community as a result of this street-
scape project. Many of our busi-
nesses have complimented the city 
on taking the initiative and following 
through with this complex project. 
Also, several prospective tenants 
of office complexes and visitors to 
Glendale have taken notice of and 
expressed appreciation for these 
improvement~. Because of the co-
operation of the private and public 
sectors in this project, it did attain 
the goal of bringing various factions 
of the city together. 
We are now seeing signs of a 
revitalized community feeling in 
Glendale. It may be too early to 
evaluate the full effect of the im-
provements, but we believe the proj-
ect has reinstilled a sense of pride 
and optimism in Glendale's future. 
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PROFILES IN RURAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Margaret G. Thomas, Project Leader 
Midwest Research Institute 
425 Volker Boulevard 
Kansas City, Missouri 64110 
April 1988 
Prepared for 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Economic Development Administration 
Technical Assistance and Research Division 
This publication was prepared by Midwest Research Institute. The 
statements, findings, conclusions, and recommendations are those 
of the authors ahd do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
Economic Development Administration. 
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CALIFORNIA 
Lakeport 4,000 (pop.) 
Lake Cty. 50,000 (pop.) 
"Focus on local business first. 
Avoid big attraction projec~s or 
vague projects th~t require feasi-
bi I ity studies.'' 
"Establish cle"r goals, with 
trllck i ng systems to see if they 
are accompl ished~ •• be able to show 
that actua I jobs happened: which 
company, which job, and when." 
11We were trained by people who 
came to my office every Friday 
t~fternoon for three 1110nths. They 
were very knowledgeable. A year 
ear II er, we knew nothIng ebout 
credit an!llysls and loan 
pockaging." 
THE LAKE COUNTY SMALL BUSINESS RESOURCE CENTER 
LAKE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
TYPE OF SUCCESS 
• 
• 
Obtained financial commitments from lenders for 
$2,000,000 in business loans in an eight-month 
period. Most of these loans were previously turned 
down by banks. 
Created 25 jobs in the City of Lakeport via a 
loan to build an office building in that city. 
building had been preleased by growing firms. 
CDBG 
The 
• The Center plans to recoup the CDBG loan into a 
revolving loan fund and administer it. The Center 
has a total of over $5,000,000 in new local busi-
ness financing pending. 
DESCRIPTION 
Lake County is sma 11 and rura 1. Local businesses have 
historically been cut off from resources, financing, and 
information. 
The Center was initiated to serve existing business with 
business counseling and financial packaging assis-
tance. Training assistance was provided by an SBA loan 
packager, the National Development Council, and the 
California Department of Commerce for a person to 
perform the financial packaging and to assist with 
business counseling. 
The Sma 11 Business Resource Center has become the foca 1 
point for local economic development efforts. In the 
first six months the Center received 204 inquiries, 
counseled 96 clients on a short-term basis {less than 
three hours}, and worked on 42 long-term projects. The 
Center has also become a place where fast information 
about nearly any federal or state program can be 
obtained. The previous director of a large on-the-job 
training program became the director of the Center. 
This transition helped the Center initially, because the 
on-the-job training program had been in several hundred 
businesses, and working relationships and credibility 
were· already established. By concentrating their 
limited resources on financial counseling and packaging, 
the small staff can have an impact on expansion or 
start-up deals that are reasonably mature, i.e., they 
are at the point where they only need money to make it 
happen. Generating financing for expansion of existing 
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"We keep logs of SBA literature on 
hand for the person who r s casu-
ally interested. That way. we can 
be helpful without large Invest-
ments of time on dea Is that ~re 
just pie In the sky." 
"Coordinate with groups that get 
things done. I I earned the hard 
way. Avoid groups that just get 
together to comp I a in or are pr i-
mari ly made up of vo.lunteers who 
are 1 ook i ng to prof it themse I ves 
and not the community." 
' 
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industry has been found to be less difficult than creat-
ing leadership, organization, management skills, and 
other components of successful enterprises. 
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 
The Center is a joint program among the Lake County Job 
Training Office, the local development corporation, and 
the Cities of Lakeport and Clearlake. The Center is 
housed with the local Job Training Office. The Center's 
client group creates new jobs, and the Job Training 
Office works to fill those jobs with residents eligible 
under the Job Training Partnership Act. The Center has 
two staff. 
FUNDING 
For the first year funding was provided by the Private 
Industry Council, Lake County, the City of Lakeport, and 
the City of Clearlake. The second year's funding will 
be provided through State of California Rural Renais-
sance monies and the Private Industry Council. A $15 
filing fee is charged to long-term clients. As of 
July 1, 1987, a new fee structure will generate some 
private funding. Costs for the first year were 
$55,000. 
BENEFITS 
• Creation of about 35 jobs in the first six months 
of operation 
Made reasonable financing available to local busi-
ness 
CONTACT 
Kay Ferrier, Director 
Lake County Small_ Business Resource Center 
341 North Main 
Lakeport, California 95453 
707-263-0630 
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Perry 8,254 (pop.) 
Toylor Cty. 17,500 (pop.) 
"Some opposition to this new focus 
came from those who wont no more 
growth. However, it's a I ittle 
different \!then you can show you 
are helping their friends' busi-
nesses to grow." 
"The stance we have taken may not 
be as g I amorous; it is harder to 
see growth from lll'ithin. People 
tend to went to see a big, neM 
plent going up. They don't see 
200 new jobs In existing indus-
tries as easl ly." 
"There is competition from other 
cities trying to entice our busi-
ness and industries away. Because 
we ere providing assistance and 
are working at retaining them, we 
haven't lost any." ' 
RETENTION AND EXPANSION OF EXISTING BUSINESS 
TAYLOR COUNTY, FLORIDA 
TYPE OF SUCCESS 
• 
• 
• 
Implemented a successful expansion and retention 
effort in the last two years 
Created 350+ jobs 
Invested capital of $2.3 million in one year 
DESCRIPTION 
Taylor County is a small, somewhat rural county, located 
about 55 miles from the state capitol. Unlike most 
Florida counties, a major portion of its economic base 
is currently in manufacturing. 
Prior to the initiation of the retention and expansion 
program, the existing industrial sector had been some-
what taken for granted and there was some alienation to 
ongoing recruitment efforts. At the same time, there 
was a potential for job opportunities to grow from with-
in the county. The turning point came in May 1985 when 
the Taylor County Industrial Development Authority hired 
a new industrial developer and the emphasis began to 
shift from bringing in new industry to providing support 
and service for existing industries so that expansion 
could occur. In December of that same year, the board 
of the Taylor County Development Authority changed some-
what with the new board placing more priority on busi-
ness retention and expansion. 
The first task was to begin to turn around the image of 
the Industrial Development Authority and to identify the 
problems and needs that existed for present indus-
tries. Informal visits and phone calls were used to 
establish lines of communication and begin to build new 
relationships. 
Based on these contacts, the Development Authority 
started providing services and support by helping estab-
lish job training programs, facilitating permits, pro-
viding land and funds for expansion, and providing other 
linkups that will allow an expansion to occur. One of 
the most innovative programs has been the establishment 
of a "consumer hookup" program. This program identifies 
essential business and industrial supplies that are cur-
rently being purchased from outside the area. An 
attempt is then .made to encourage a satellite office for 
the supplier within the county. In addition, finding 
suppliers closer in proximity to the industry or 
business lowers freight costs. 
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"We have the mIx and we are httv i ng 
growth from Industries. We want 
to make sure our companIes grow 
here ••• not move somewhere else end 
grow." 
"Good relationships with the city 
and county governments are ebso-
1 ute I y assent i a I • We have e core 
team effort." 
"The bottom I i ne is to get the 
jobs out there. The key is a rip-
ple ef,fect--people have jobs, they 
start making money, they start 
building houses, start spend-
ing .•.• 11 
"Our goa I is to create a diverse 
economy where wages are good and 
there is an available labor mar-
ket. We went a person to be ab I e 
to choose from three or four di f-
ferent career posslbll itles. Our 
goal Is to make this a career-
oriented area." 
' 
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Over the past 2 1/2 years, this program has been cred-
ited with over 350 new jobs created as businesses have 
expanded, and over $2 million in new capital investment. 
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 
The Taylor County Development Authority is a state-auth-
orized pub 1 ic corporation created under a 1959 stat-
ute. The five-member board has four members appointed 
by the county commission and one by the Perry City Coun-
cil. The chairman of the county commission and the 
mayor of Perry serve as ex officio members. There is a 
director of development as staff (who also serves as the 
executive of the Chamber but under a separate board and 
with different functions). There are two secretaries 
who are shared with the Chamber. 
FUNDING 
The county and the city provide about $25,000 of the 
$77,194 budget ( 1986-1987) for the Authority. Other 
funds are from lease revenues through land the Authority 
owns. The Authority received from the county approxi-
mately 30 acres of land that was formerly a World War II 
air base. The Authority subdivided this land into an 
industrial park. In addition, the Authority manages the 
Perry-Foley Airport for the county; the airport has 
three tenants. 
BENEFITS 
• 350+ jobs 
$2.3 million in capital investment 
New image of the Industrial Authority 
Preventing the loss of business and industry to other 
areas and providing local business owners with services 
they needed are two benefits. Over the 1 ong term, pro-
viding more employment options for residents will be 
important as the area seeks to become a career-oriented 
economy. 
CONTACT 
Jim 01 in 
Director of Economic Development 
Taylor County Development Authority 
P.O. Box 335 
Perry, Florida 32347 
904-584-5366 
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Beinbridge 10,553 (pop.) 
Decotur Cty. 25,495 (pop.) 
"You've got to get the farM commu-
nity cOIMiun i cat i ng wIth the town 
community. You're always going to 
have some political fections no 
matter whet you do--farmers went-
ing to control the pol itlcal power 
of the county and not wanting the 
city to have it. We accepted this 
f.oct, then got everyone to put it 
aside to work together tor eco-
nomic development of the whole 
county." 
"I think one key thing that hap-
pened was when one i nd i vi dua I who 
is one of the best liked and most 
successful In the agribusiness 
community said to everyone that 
the \lillY lii'e were goIng to heve to 
communicate was for everyone to 
put a I I their ct~rds on the 
table. We llll had to be willing 
to actually say to each other, 
'Hey, men, you're In trouble.' 
Before, one fermer wasn't willing 
to say it to another, and one 
businessman wouldn't say It to 
another either. You've got to all 
sit down and say, 'Look, we've got 
a lot of folks In trouble, let's 
all just face up to It and see 
""het we can do llbout it.'" 
LINKING AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY: PEANUT BUTTER 
PROCESSING 
DECATUR COUNTY, GEORGIA 
TYPE OF SUCCESS 
• Construct ion of a $1D mi 11 ion, 200,000-square-foot 
peanut processing plant that will add 200 jobs and 
a market for the county's 27,000 acres of peanuts 
DESCRIPTION 
This south Georgia county is in a farm belt where farms 
average over 400 acres in size. Farm income has come 
from peanuts, corn, cattle, and hogs. The county also 
supports more than 500 small businesses, primarily in 
the county seat of Bainbridge. 
Beginning in the mid-1970s, the agricultural bust plus 
local droughts began to seriously impact agribusinesses, 
financial institutions, and retail businesses that 
relied on the farmers' dollars. By the early 1980s, ·the 
county extension service noted these stresses had 
widened the gap between the agricultural community and 
the industrial community. The county governing body was 
made up almost entirely of farmers, while city .govern-
ment, the industrial development organization, and some 
financial institutions represented other interests. The 
county was not uniting to deal with the agricultural 
crisis; farmers were forced to look for financing out-
side the county. While the county was largely dependent 
on agriculture, community leaders had lost sight of the 
turnover value of agricultural money. 
The extension director joined with the Chamber of Com-
merce, local newspaper, and community leaders to educate 
the county's leaders and citizens on the socioeconomic 
linkages in the county. A county task force was estab-
lished to represent the schools,. city and county govern-
ment, media, minorities, industry, and agriculture. The 
extension director guided this group to set priorities 
for county development. One early realization was the 
need to look at the products already produced and try to 
add value to them. One answer came when a local peanut 
shelling plant closed and a farm supply dealer heard of 
a large out-of-state peanut butter processor looking for 
a Georgia location. A Decatur County delegation flew to 
Chicago to convince this company that the county could 
offer 27,000 acres of quality peanuts. A key financial 
incentive was passed · by countywide referendum; it 
exempted from ad valorem taxes certain inventory goods 
of manufacturers. 
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"It's ~II right to have pol.itical 
fights, but let's get everybody 
together when it means people eat-
Ing •nd being •ble to keep their 
terms end make e I lvlng." 
"I sew people wi II fng to give up a 
lot of Saturday mornings to go out 
to our college and f lgure out a 
new orgenlzetion that would work." 
"We got people together because of 
the potential of 300 new jobs plus 
the posslbll lty that fermers would 
have a more competitive buyer for 
their peanuts. We also had strong 
support from our State Department 
of Industry and Trade end a II the 
way up to the Governor's off ice. 
When they endorse something, we're 
alI more comfortable jumping on it 
because that's additional assur-
ance." 
"We're fortunate here in having a 
construction company whose bonding 
capacity is large enough to handle 
$10-S15 million projects. So we 
can move more rt~pidly than many 
small towns." 
"Our Chember now hes retreats to 
define what we want and estebl Ish 
a program of work to attaIn those 
goals. Even our st~te legisl~tors 
get Involved. The county's work 
In developing the economic per-
spective may have gotten us 
started doing that." 
"A year ago our Farm' Bureau was 
not Involved .. In economic ·develop-
ment. Now they're on the board of 
directors. Once they were highly 
suspicious--now they're tremen-
dously supportive." 
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In early 1987 groundbreaking was held for the $10 mil-
lion plant of the John B. Sanfilippo Company, which rep-
resents 200 new jobs and a potentially more competitive 
market for area peanuts. Buoyed by this success, the 
Chamber and the county are now coordinating on a strat-
egy to promote more cotton production and bring a cotton 
gin to the area. 
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 
The Bainbridge-Decatur County Chamber of Commerce is the 
lead organization. The Executive Committee represents 
the Chamber officers and committees, the Development 
Authority, the city and county, and the Committee of 
100. The Chamber has a full-time executive director and 
an administrative assistant. 
In recognition of the increased emphasis being placed on 
agribusiness as a development strategy, the Chamber 
recently gave agribusiness full committee status. 
The Development Authority's primary role is for tax-
free financing. As a secondary role, they're respon-
sible for the airport industrial park. 
FUNDING 
• The annual Chamber budget is $52,000, which comes 
from membership dues ($35,200), the city and the 
county ($8400 each), and from an annual county fair 
(over $10 ,000). 
• The Freeport Tax Exemption legislation amounted to 
a savings of $200,000 for the company in the first 
three to five years. The loss in local tax 
revenues was estimated to be about $1 million, 
phased in over five years. However, it was 
estimated that about 80 percent of the direct loss 
would be recaptured through the capital investment 
of the p la.nt and the ad valorem impact of the 
workers. And overall, community leaders believe 
the economic momentum afforded by the plant was 
worth the investment. 
BENEFITS 
From the John B. Sanfilippo Company: 
• 200 new jobs 
• $3.8 million in new income 
• $3.0 million in new sales 
CONTACT 
Charles Sims, Executive Director 
Bainbridge-Decatur County Chamber of Commerce 
P.O. Box 736 
Bainbridge, Georgia 31717 
912-246-4774 
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CLASS V: TEKAMAH 
PROJECT: BUSINESS DISTRICT BEAUTIFICATION 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Michael C. Johnson 
242 South 13th St. Tekamah, NE 
(402) 374-2288 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: LONG RANGE 
DATE BEGUN: 1/87 
DATE COMPLETED: 8/87 
GOAL: The overall goal of the Business Improvement District (BID) is to 
begin a beautification progra• that would revitalize and instill pride in 
businesses now, and continue with up-to-date projects and future 
i•provement to create a productive and appealing community. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: In 1986 the CIP made a request for a BID board to be 
for•ed to target improvements in the entire business district. As an 
established board we began exploring options for improvements and have 
progressed to the following proposals. 
1988 is the beginning for many projects. First and most essential is 
the downtown business district beautification. The Nebraska Department of 
Roads is reconstructing state highway 75 which passes directly through the 
entire business district and as a BID board we are makin~ every effort to 
coordinate any improvements towards beautification with the highway project. 
The major phases are: 
Phase 1: The state is using 6 of 15 feet of sidewalk for reconstruction 
of water works, storm sewers and new attractive street lights. BID made 
recommendations to city officials about continuing improvements to sidewalk 
fronts not finished by the state. 
This phase has been accomplished thanks to efforts and 
diligence on behalf of city officials acting on input from BID. 
Phase 2: The BID conducted a general survey of business owners to gain 
input of adding planters, trees, and benches in addition to finishing the 
sidewalks. The aajority of business people are in favor of adding some of 
the iaprove•ents listed. Definite improvements are yet to be finalized by 
the district. 
Through the inquiries of other iaprovement groups, possible grants have 
been located for the sidewalk beautification of BID goals. 
Phase 3: Future plans include possibly coordinating the business fronts 
into attractive businesses to draw patrons from all over. To accent the 
businesses the BID has also touched on putting mini parks in various 
locations to be used by the public as well as tourists, who will patronize 
the local businesses. 
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We as a BID board feel strongly that a clean, upheld and attractive 
Main Street will benefit the entire city and business owners •ore than any 4l 
other project that could be offered to them. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
1. Stroll through 
Tekamah. 
TARGET 
DATE 
10/86 
2. General survey of 2/B7 
of business owners; 
70 out of 100 surveys returned. 
3. Meetin~ to discuss 7/87 
street lighting & 
sidewalks. 
4. Town hall meeting. 7/87 
5. New sidewalks to be 
installed throughout 
the downtown business 
district. 
6. Beautification by 
use of trees, planters, 
and recepticals added. 
7. Addition of mini 
parks and possible 
parking areas. 
8. Building front 
coordination. 
Spring 88 
Spring 88 
Following 
highway 
co11pletion 
Following 
highway 
co•pletion 
GROUP/AGENCY 
RESPONSIBLE 
BID 
BID 
Dept. of Roads 
City Council 
BID/CIP/NPPD 
City planner 
Mayor/citizens 
Dept. of Roads 
CIP/BID 
BID 
BID 
BID 
BID 
FUNDING 
RESOURCES 
n/a 
n/a 
state 
city 
n/a 
Individual 
funding of 
business & 
property owners 
Grant with 
matching funds 
from above 
n/a 
n/a 
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CLASS II: PETERSBURG 
PROJECT: EXTERIOR DOWNTOWN RENOVATION 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Bernie Cunningham, CIP Chairperson 
Box 13 Petersburg, NE 68652 
(402) 386-5368 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: SHORT RANGE 
DATE BEGUN: 5/87 
DATE COMPLETED: 9/87 
GOAL: To encourage local business owners to make renovations and 
iaproveaents to their businesses in order to improve the appearance of the 
downtown area. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: A Downtown Improvement comaittee was formed within the 
Commercial Club at the suggestion of the CIP to encourage. business owners to 
participate in a downtown renovation effort. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
1. Downtown Improvement 
Comaittee formed within 
Commercial Club at suggestion 
of CIP. 
2. Business owners encouraged 
to participate in a coaplete 
renovation plan. 
TARGET 
DATE 
3. Renovation continued through 
spring/suaaer 1987 with 17 
businesses participating. 
GROUP/AGENCY 
RES PONS I B!,E 
FUNDING 
RESOURCES 
Commercial Club n/a 
Downtown Improvement 
Commercial Club n/a 
Downtown Improvement 
Local merchants 
Village Board 
Private/ 
Village Board 
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CLASS III:tSHELBY 
PROJECT: FARM HERITAGE DAYS 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Rick Davis 
Shelby, NE 68662 
(402) 527-5204 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: ANNUAL EVENT 
DATE BEGUN: 9/86 
DATE COMPLETE: 8/87 
GOAL: Our goal was to increase the respect for the pioneer tradition of our 
heritage and bring the co•sunity together in working toward the celebration 
of that heritage. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Following the success of the first Far~ Heritage Days 
in August 1986, ·the co~•ittee voted unanimously, along with the support of 
the coMmunity, to •ake it an annual event. The structure was laid out, fund-
raising plans were •ade and •ore people becaMe involved. Local groups, 
churches, 4-H clubs and many other citizens were involved in planning some 
part of the event. 
Farm Heritage Days were August 1 and 2, and in spite of the 100 
degree weather, the event was declared a big success, with nearly 
people attending from Shelby and the surrounding area. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
1. Organizers plan to 
hold Second Annual 
Farm Heritage Days. 
2. Hoop Fest planned 
to raise funds. 
3. Hoop Fest held. 
4. First meeting of 
organizers to solicit 
input. 
5. CIP held lunch 
stand to raise funds. 
6. De•onstrators contacted. 
7. Ground prepared; 
wheat planted. 
TARGET 
DATE 
9/86 
. 
1/87 
3/87 
3/87 
3/87 
March-
July 87 
4/87 
GROUP/AGENCY 
RESPONSIBLE 
Far• Heritage 
Days co••ittee 
Chamber of 
Co111merce 
Chamber of 
Co•merce 
Far• Heritage 
Days com•ittee 
CIP committee 
Far• Heritage 
Days committee 
F.H.D. co~mittee 
FUNDING 
RESOURCES 
n/a 
n/a 
$900 
n/a 
$250 
n/a 
n/a 
plus 
2,500 
I 
8. Souvenirs ordered. 4/87 F.H.D. committee n/a 
9. Publicity committee 5/87 F.H.D. committee n/a 
for•ed;papers contacted. 
10. Contests organized. June/ F.H.D. committee n/a 
July 87 
11. Locations for exhibitors. June/ F.H.D. committee n/a 
July 87 
12. Parade plan finalized. June/ F.H.D. committee n/a 
July 87 
13. Brochures & posters July 87 A & M Printing A&M 
printed & distributed. 
14. Plans •ade for food July 87 various n/a 
stands and church bazaar. organizations 
15. Trophies ordered. July 87 F.H.D. committee Card 
Village Card Players 
Players 
16. Souvenir book published. July 87 F.H.D. committee F .H.D. 
17. Wheat cut, bound July 87 F.H.D. committee n/a 
& shocked. community volunteers 
18. Heritage Days. Aug. 87 F.H.D. committee n/a 
community volunteers 
19. Clean-up. Aug. 87 F.H.D. committee n/a 
community volunteers 
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CLASS III: DODGE 
PROJECT: HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Kathy Kauffold 
Dodge, NE 68633 
(402) 693~2723 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: LONG RANGE 
DATE BEGUN: 9/86 
DATE COMPLETED: 8/87 
8ecky Kreikemeier 
Dodge, NE 68633 
(402) 693-2789 
GOAL: To document the history of Dodge in the Centennial History Book and to 
begin efforts to create a •useum in our community. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: In planning our entry in the Historic Preservation 
category, the following plans were made, critiqued and updated: 
1. A museum in Dodge could house a collection of historic items from 
the area, enabling many to share their heritage. Jack Miller. CIP vtce 
president, researched the availability of two buildings located in the 
downtown Dodge area. The owners were not interested in selling at this time. 
The committee is now studying the possibility of a small, older home on Main 
Street. Ideas have been sought fro• the community. 
2. In May, 1987 a microfilm reader was installed at the John Rogers 
Public Library ($500 Centennial funds). Reels of fil• were purchased from 
the State Historical Society. They contain all the back issues of the Dodge 
Criterion available for Septe•ber 20, 1985 to July 22, 1986. This will be of 
great assistance for people researching their family tree. The· older 
newspapers at the Criterion office fro• 1895 through the 1930's are very 
brittle and hard to handle. 
3. Older homes in Dodge would be recognized in the Criterion along with 
before and current pictures and a history of the families who lived there. 
Research would be done by the home owner. Histories of each business lot 
were included in the Centennial History Book. 
4. A display of Dodge Centennial •emorabilia is on display at John 
Rogers Public Library. It includes the 328-page history book wtth over 650 
family histories, a collector plate, crystal bell, belt buckle, scrapbook of 
clippings fro• the Dodge Criterion, posters, program fro• the quilt show. 
cookbook, script of Centennial Pageant, t-shirt and patch. 
5. A set of video tapes of the Dodge Centennial has been donated to the 
library. It includes the only performance of the Centennial Pageant (2 1/2 
hours with a cast of 125) written by Kathy Kauffold and Richard Faltin; the 
two-hour Big Parade with almost 400 entries, the children.•s opening ceremony 
"Kid's Praise" and other events. 
6. We started a tape collection of older citizens telling us of their 
past experiences. It will be kept at the John Rogers library. 
7. Requested a copy of 
Dodge. The latest ~as done 
September, 1987 and plan to 
information on each location. 
the Nebraska Historic Preservation Survey of 
in 1979. We received the information in 
update the survey in 1988, collecting· more 
8. Vogies Department Store in Dodge held their annual Quilt Show in 
February 1987 with over 70 quilts on display. Interest in quilts has really 
increased since the Centennial in 1986. As a result, a Quilt Club was 
organized with 17 members. 
9. The Dod~e Criterion, the local newspaper, celebrated their 
centennial (voluae 100) with a 32-page special edition published on July 30, 
1987. The front page set the scene of how Dodge was settled and built in the 
1870's to 1880's, only to have the business district destroyed by !ire on 
September 16, 1895. All previous editions of the two newspapers, The 
Criterion and The Advertiser were destroyed. For the rest of the edition, a 
chronological review of each year, 1895-1986, told the story of the 
struggles, accomplishments, weather, accidents, awards, progress, etc. that 
has affected our community of Dodge. 
We became more aware of the 
efforts can have on a community. 
Thanks for the guidelines. 
positive aspects that historic preservation 
Some ideas are being cultivated for 1988. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
1. Microfilm reader 
in library. 
2. Houses Have A Story. 
3. Centennial history 
books. 
4. Quilt show at Vogies. 
5. Historical preservation 
survey request. 
6. Centennial display 
at library. 
7. ·Quilt Club finished 
quilt.· 
8. Criterion Centennial 
Edition. 
TARGET 
DATE 
4/87 
1987 
1987 
2/87 
7/87 
8/87 
2/87 
7/87 
GROUP/AGENCY 
RESPONSIBLE 
Centennial 
fund 
FUNDING 
RESOURCES 
$500 
Library board $500 
Village $500 
owner 
Centennial 
Corp. 
n/a 
n/a 
Vogies Department n/a 
Store 
CIP 
CIP 
Quilt Club 
Dodge Criterion 
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CLASS III: EXETER 
PROJECT: FALL FESTIVAL OF ARTS AND CRAFTS 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Norene Fitzgerald, CIP Chairperson 
Exeter, NE 68351 
(402) 266-2691 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: ANNUAL 
DATE BEGUN: 10/80 
DATE COMPLETED: 10/86 
GOAL: Our goal is to attract people to Exeter and raise funds for the Exeter 
Community I•prove•ent Council, various community organizations and 
individuals. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Exeter Chamber of Commerce sponsored the sixth 
annual Fall Festival of Arts and Crafts, Saturday, October 25, 1986. Over 
300 people attended. Twenty exhibitors filled the gym with crafts and 
displays. Door prizes were given away every hour, a community bake sale was 
held, blood pressure screening was offered, and children were fingerprinted. 
Drawings were held for tulip bulbs and entertainment was enjoyed in the 
afternoon. A raffle drawing was also held at the close of the day's 
activities. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
1. Exeter Community 
Improvement Comm. 
selects date for Fall 
Festival. 
2. Over 100 crafters 
contacted. 
3. Organizations are 
asked to volunteer. 
4. Publicity released. 
5. Fall Festival of 
Arts & Crafts. 
TARGET 
DATE 
11/85 
7/86 
7/86 
10/86 
11/86 
GROUP/AGENCY 
RESPONSIBLE 
Exeter CIP 
Exeter CIP 
Exeter CIP 
Exeter CIP 
Exeter CIP 
American Legion 
Health agencies 
Cultural CCIIII. 
United Church of 
FUNDING 
RESOURCES 
n/a 
S25 
n/a 
$25 
n/a 
Christ, Chamber of 
Comoterce 
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CLASS IV: OAKLAND 
PROJECT: 1987 OAKLAND SWEDISH FESTIVAL 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Dale Johnson, Dewaine Gahan, Dorothy Magnusson, Jim 
Voelker, Chairpersons 
217 N. Oakland Ave., Oakland, NE 68045 
(402) 685-5624 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: BIANNUAL 
DATE BEGUN: 9/86 
DATE COMPLETED: 6/87 
GOAL: Our ~oal was to expand the nuaber of activities of the biannual 
Oakland Swedish Festival. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Many plans were aade to aake 1987 the best festival yet 
with lots of new activities. A coaaunity auction was held to raise aoney and 
the city contributed $1,000. Oakland sixth grade students wrote letters to 
the King and Queen of Sweden asking the• to attend. Nils Larsson, Swedish 
Consul General and Governor Kay Orr accepted invitations. 
Saorgasbord:The saorgasbord was considered the key to the success of 
the festival. The previous festival smorgasbord had been catered by a 
~rocery chain and aany considered it to be unauthentic. Two sisters 
undertook the task of organizing the event. Church groups prepared 2,000 
aeatballs, sewing clubs made cheese and nut bread, the VFW Auxiliary made 
salads -- many organizations were involved. Firemen set up a huge tent and 
tables and chairs next to the auditorium in preparation. Two settings of the 
saorgasbord were scheduled and Job's Daughters and junior high students 
helped serve with Lions Club aembers. In all. over 150 people helped serve 
1,020 visitors froa 22 states, 107 Nebraska towns and 3 foreign countries. 
Quilt Show: Another new addition to the festival was a quilt show. 
School officials approved having the show on the walking track of the new 
Oakland-Craig school gymnasiua. Two local members of the State Quilt guild 
organized the show. Over 150 quilts were displayed with typed histories of 
each quilt. Volunteers with white gloves told yisitors about the quilts. 
1,000 people registered from 61 Nebraska towns and 15 states. 
Little Miss Sweden: The "Little Miss Sweden" Pageant was another new 
addition to this year's festival. Oakland businesswoman Doris Nelson wanted 
to contribute soaethin~ of her own and originated the event, open to girls 
between the a~es of five and ten years old. The only criteria for entering 
the contest was that the you~ ladies dress in Swedish attire. Each of the 
30 youn~ ladies who entered received a prize and the top three were awarded 
U.S. savings bonds. Due to the enthusiastic response, this will be the 
beginning of a tradition for future festivals. 
Troll Stroll: Another new idea for the festival was the creation of a 
"Troll Stroll" in our seven-acre nature park called Four Trees on the east 
side of town. Nebraska artist Lawrence Fandel and his wife Loreen designed 
and painted eight wooden trolls which were placed at various sites 
throughout the 3/4 aile nature trail. The Faudels and their neighbors have 
spent aany hours over the years making Four Trees park an area where all can 
enjoy. With the addition of the trolls, over 1,000 people walked the trails 
seeking to find them hidden throughout the park. This was one of the aost 
enjoyable features of this year's festival and has continued to draK many 
more people in search of trolls throughout the summer. 
Candle Walk: The grand finale of this year's Oakland Swedish Festival 
was a candle walk. Having never seen one before, organizers weren't quite 
sure how it would work. Everyone was invited to bring their own candle. Wax 
paper cups with holes cut in the bottom were used. Leaders lit candles and 
the audience passed the flame froa one candle to another. The procession 
then walked over the new Lions Club bridge and back to the start. This made 
a beautiful finish to a very successful festival. 
Other new events included foraing our own youth and adult Scandinavian 
dance groups (detailed as a separate project), sponsoring of the Oakland 
Swedish Open Golf Tournament, and inviting, feeding and housing dance groups 
froa Gothenburg, O'Neil's Irish dancers and the German-American Dancers from 
Qaaha. A local couple put on a slide show of their trip to Sweden. The VFW. 
Burt County Pork Producers and Burt County Feeders all served food. For the 
first tiae, a craft show was held in the park. 
Popular events rroa previous festivals also proved to be hits -- the 
piano-organ recitals, strolling musicians, horse-and-buggy rides, art club 
exhibits, aen's slowpitch ball softball tournament, little league baseball 
tournaments and a worship service in the park. All the windows on Main 
Street were filled with Swedish antiques. 
Most events were free of charge and visitors found they did not have 
tiae to see everything that was happening all over Oakland. The festival was 
a total commitment of our town, from the senior citizens serving Swedish 
pancakes at 6 a.a. to the elementary kids singing a patriotism salute for 
the closing cereaonies. We could not have packed more into three days and it 
will be a challenge to top the next one. Oakland has the spirit to do it! 
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CLASS IV: OAKLAND 
PROJECT: HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Mrs. Millicent Troupe 
608 Davis, Oakland, NE 68045 
(402) 686-5126 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: LONG RANGE 
DATE BEGUN: 2/87 
DATE COMPLETED: CONTINUING 
GOAL: Our goals were to develop a historic tour asp of Oakland 
co•pile a photo exhibit of past Oakland history tor our biannual 
Festival. Also to place the Viking Hall and the First Lutheran 
buildings on the National Register or Historic Places and to work 
the creation or a Swedish Heritage Center. 
and to 
. Swedish 
Church 
towards 
PROJECT .DESCRIPTION: It's been said that when the Swedes iaaigrated to 
~erica they built big houses and little barns, and this certainly was true 
when Oakland was settled in the 1870's and 80's. The Swedes also built 
beautiful churches. Today these buildings have passed into our care for us 
to enjoy and preserve. 
During the planning stage or our biannual Swedish festival, several 
co .. ittee •e•bers telt that we should provide out-of-town visitors with an 
easy-to-read asp and a short history of our numerous old ho•es and churches. 
We then searched our town, block by block, to identify ~hese places of 
interest. When we began our research, aany times we were able to obtain the 
histories we needed fro• the present residents of the homes. But in some 
cases we did find that we had to contact family ae•bers ot the original 
owners or builders of the hoaes. These !aaily aeabers usually lived out-of-
town or out-of-state. We were very fortunate to be able to piece together 
interesting and accurate facts. 
The churches of Oakland were aucb easier to research because ot the 
records kept by each congregation. There usually bad been a history booklet 
published at the. 50th, 75th or lOOth anniversary ot the church. 
The tour asps and histories that were developed were then ande 
available free ot charge to our festival visitors in each ot our aain street 
businesses. With aap in hand, the visitor could go on a self-guided walking 
or driving tour of Oakland. 
Town tours were also offered during the festival and were very 
successful. A local car dealership and several area residents loaned air-
conditioned vans tor the tours. Each tour van was aanned by a driver and a 
tour guide who pointed out places of interest and answered questions along 
the· way. There was no charge tor the tour and we round that it was the 
perfect first place to direct an out-of-town visitor. After havinff taken a 
tour, the visitor felt a sense ot history about our "Little Swedish Village, 
and also knew where all the other festival activities were being held. Our 
tour guides were ambassadors for Oakland, asking sure that every visitor was 
welcoaed with friendship and a smile! 
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We were fortunate that the owners and present residents of one of 
Oakland's beautiful old Victorian houses offered to open their home for { 
tours.· They have coapletely redone the house, restoring many of its 
features. Their hospitality was enjoyed by many. Oakland's churches were ·· 
also open for visitors. 
We expected out-of-town people to enjoy the tours, but were pleasantly 
surprised by the nuaber of local people who took the tour and found it 
fascinating. Each Oaklander learned something that they hadn't known before 
about the history of their co .. unity. 
We plan to aake these town tours a re2Ular feature of our festivals in 
the future. The tour aaps are available year round in our businesses, and 
are given to the aany visitors who stop through to enjoy our Swedish 
decorations. 
~ Exhibit: Our town historian, Millicent Troupe, compiled and 
developed a photo exhibit of old Oakland for our festival. Many of the 
several hundred photos belong to Mrs. Troupe, and aany were either given or 
loaned to her by area families. Each photo was labeled as to year taken and, 
whenever possible, individuals were identified. This exhibit was very well 
presented and accurate. Mrs. Troupe was available at all times to answer 
questions and to suggest photos of particular interest. 
~ Show: An historic quilt show was a new· feature of our festival 
this past year. Over 150 quilts were submitted for show by ladies from the 
Oakland area. Each quilt bore a tag giving the onwer's names, the design 
name of the quilt and a complete history of the quilt. The histories were ( 
fascinating to read. Several quilts had coae to Nebraska with the pioneer 
settlers. The show was held around the walking track of our new Oakland-
Craig School gya and was free of charge. More than 1,000 visitors enjoyed 
the kaleidoscope of colors and designs. This aost successful show is planned 
to becoae a regular feature of our festivals in the future. 
'. 
Future Plans: Because of suggestions aade by the University of Nebraska 
design team, Oakland's Viking Lodge aembers have discussed submitting their 
building for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. This 
building was originally built as the English Lutheran Church in the 1870s. 
It has also served as hose for the Methodist Church, the Swedish Lutheran 
Church and the Evangelical Free Church. The Viking Lodge purchased the 
building in 1912, and is the only lodge in Nebraska to own its own building. 
The Vikinf Hall was the starting point for our town tours. 
The First Lutheran Church (Swedish Lutheran) was built in 1892. There 
is discussion of subaitting this building for the National Register of 
Historic Places also. 
There is a growing nuaber of people in Oakland who see the need for a 
Swedish Heritage Center. Many Oaklanders have items of significant historic 
value. If there were a auseua, these people would be able to share these 
!teas for the enjoyaent of all, and would know that the items were 
preserved. Of course, Mrs. Troupe's photo collection would be a logical 
start. 
We feel that Oakland has aade a good beginning with ita historical 
preservation. As always, there is auch work to be done. But changing 
attitudes and the understanding of the iaportance of saving our heritage for 
future generations is asking this work easier to complete and the goals 
easier to achieve. 
CLASS III: PERU 
PROJECT: RENOVATION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES 
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Robert Lewellen 
1101 6th St., Peru, NE 68421 
( 402) 872-3555 
PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE: SHORT RANGE 
DATE BEGUN: 4/87 
DATE COMPLETED: 8/87 
GOAL: Our goal is to promote the painting and needed repairs of downtown 
structures. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Each year since ~eru entered the NCIP competition, the 
Town Iaproveaent Coamittee has attempted to encourage either the demolition 
or renovation of the downtown buildings that needed the most attention. This 
year's efforts have focused on several structures: (1) Painting the Beatty 
Garage; (2) Painting Grannie's Donut Shop; (3) Putting redwood stain on the 
gazebo and loafer's bench; and (4) Renovation of the Museum Building. 
Other organizations and individuals have cooperated with us in the 
effort to improve the town's appearance. Just before Old Man Rlver Days, the 
Masonic Lodge removed and enclosed the windows on the Masonic Hall. Also, 
the owner of the local bar repainted the front of his building and is 
cleaning and redecorating the interior. We gave assistance to the V.F.W. in 
scraping their hall prior to their painting the building. Also, many 
residents have painted and !•proved their property. 
While we do not have a large nuaber o! buildings downtown, the ones we 
do have are gradually assuaing a neater and better cared-for appearance. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
1. Peru Town Iaprovement 
Coaaittee aeets to 
establish goals !or 1987. 
2. List of goals given 
to chaaber !or approval. 
3. Stain applied to ~zebo 
& loafer's bench. 
4. Masonic Hall windows. 
5. New wall on museum. 
TARGET 
DATE 
1/87 
2/87 
4/87 
6/87 
6/87 
GROUP/AGENCY 
RESPONSIBLE 
FUNDING 
RESOURCES 
Town Improvement n/a 
Coaa. 
Town Iaprovement n/a 
Coma. 
Town I•provement $15 donated 
Coaa. 
Masons 
Peru Historical 
Society 
$150 donated 
$2,500 fro11 
donations & 
bar-b-q 
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